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Reading: Bouldingʼs Framework

system: 
topic of 
focus

surrounding environment/
initial modules of framework

FRAMEWORKS
basic static structures

CLOCKWORKS
dynamic structures

equilibrium established 
motions

CELLS
open system

self 
maintenance

self
reproduction

PLANTS
system of interdependent parts

division of labor lack of 
awareness

ANIMAL
image capturing of knowledge/information

self 
awareness

HUMAN
individual human being as system

self 
consciousness

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
human life + society as a system

the richness and complexities of 
being human

messages/values/symboliza-
tions/emotions/historical records

TRANSCENDENTAL
questions without answers

EXAMPLES
transcendental: God
social organization: religion
human: me, you, them
animal: silver back gorilla
plants: California redwood, digestive system 
cells: staphylococcus
clockworks: photosynthesis
frameworks: computer operating system
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FRAMEWORK SAMPLES

boundaries/limitations



RULES
- modules are built with strong, heavy lines and curves
- hard, angled segments meet in sharp points
- the ends of curves come to a flaired and flat stroke
- there are no perfect circles
- with the exception of “0”, numerals with a single circular interior have a subtle tear 
drop shape: the curved interiors are interrupted by a small, pointed anchor on the 
innermost side
- all numerals with curved interior shapes are asymmetrical (0, 6, 8, 9)
- unclosed curved sections are not symmetrical in that they are different on all sides
- the most primitive single line stroke has a flat end and a distinct slanted/angle to the 
top
- top line strokes are slightly less thick than bottom line strokes (ex: the base line of the 2 
vs. the top line of the 3). Furthermore, base line strokes are also thicker than midline 
strokes, as seen in numeral 4
- baseline stroke weights are also ever so slightly heavier same than the angled strokes 
the connect tops of numerals to lower components, or to the baseline (ex. the stroke 
that connects the top line to the curved bottom of the 3) 
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